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Day 5 started with short celebration for Nepal 
Scouts day where Ministry of Youth & Sports and 
Chief Scouts Mr.Jagat Bahadur Sunar, National 
Co-Ordinator, Ad-Hoc Committee Mr. Lok 
Bahadur Bhandari and Director of Nepal Scouts, 
Mr. Ram Prasad Bhattarai shared message to all 
participants and Scout Members across Nepal on 
the significance of Scouting.  
 
The session was then continued with group 
sessions and group work to come up with 
solutions and project to address the current issue 
and need.  
 
Social hour took its peak today with many 
talented performances. 
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Day 5 started with the short celebration for 69th Establishment Day of Nepal 
Scouts. The session started with the National Anthem and Scout Song. 
Ministry of Youth and Sports & Chief Scout of Nepal Scouts Mr. Jagat 
bahadur Sunar expressed his pride towards Nepal Scouts and congratulated 
everyone for 69th year of Scouting. This was followed by a message from 
National Coordinator Mr. Lok Bahadur Bhandari and Mr. Ram Prasad 
Bhattari, Director of Nepal Scouts which reflected the contribution of Nepal 
Scouts volunteers in the community. The complete message has been put in 
Nepal Scouts Social Media Page. 
  
After that, the session for the day was divided into four breakout sessions for the 
group discussion. The group discussion was categorized into four main topics 
incorporated in the Forum namely, Discovering Current Realities, MoP Projects, Youth 
Program and SDGs in Scouting. Each group had to work in the above individual topic 
and present their work at the end of the session. 
  
In each break-out session, the participation was highly interactive and participants 
pushed themselves to bring innovative and relevant ideas. 
 
The session concluded with amazing performances from across Nepal during the 
social hour where all participants took retreat in music and poetry after participating 
actively in the team work. 
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BREAKOUT DISCUSSION 

 
SUMMARY 

Sanchita gautam 
Chitwan R/R Crew, Chitwan 
 
BREAK GROUP: MoP PROJECT  
 
Being able to join the group discussion of a Virtual Youth Forum and that too as an 
appointed leader of the group is itself a matter of pride and also a  place where I was able 
to learn and listen to my fellow collegue’s ideas. 
 
Since the beginning of Virtual Youth Forum 2020, scheduled programs have been running 
smoothly and doubtlessly the participants were able to learn a lot and get engaged with 
respective guest speakers. I got to represent group 2 and the topic of discussion was “ MOP 
project” where we 15+ participants came up with lots of ideas for the projects that can be 
conducted both at the local/personal level or national level. Projects like Mental health 
awareness, Menstrual health awareness programs to teach female about hygiene and also 
pad making at home, food distribution (raw or cooked) to workers or street animal, mask 
making or sanitizer making ideas and distribution (either at local level or at big scale), 
Scouts Drills Digital Content to help all age group people and many more relevant projects 
which  can be conducted digitally or personally during and after pandemic. 
 
Also the group discussed the importance of keeping the record of projects and uploading it 
to the Nepal Scouts Social Media and World Scouting Website like scout.org to share and 
inspire thousands others out there. Congratulating on the success of the program to all the 
respective  team members and committee members . 
 

Saurab Neupane 
Societal Youth Rover Ranger Crew, Lalitpur 

 
BREAK GROUP: DISCOVERING CURRENT REALITIES 

 
Thank you planning team and forum participants for giving me the opportunity to lead the 
group discussion about “Discovering Current Realities” and present the 
recommendations.My group mainly focused on the current issues and how we could 
enlighten youths about it and work on finding possible solutions to it. 
 
From the group discussion we came up with these ideas in to let scouts know more about 
current realities such as conducting different events to aware people about issues 
happening relates to health, discrimination and more. The group also discussed NHQ 
encouraging youths to use sites such as https://donate.scout.org/ in order to provide 
funding to their projects. The projects such as  Mental health Support Branch or Awareness 
Programs related to Mental Health by using donations collected. Also, calling scouts for 
action more frequently on current issues is  a way to go on with scouting.The group 
recommends conducting debate or public speaking competitions in order to bring attention 
to rising issues among scouts.  
 
Local teams should be encouraged to post about their events in order to inspire youths to 
do the same. Support and help to expand small scale projects whenever it is seen to be 
effective. 



  SUMMARY BREAKOUT DISCUSSION 

 

Arun Tamang 
Lalitpur District R/R Crew 
 
BREAK GROUP: SDGs IN SCOUTING  
 
In the year 2015, leaders from 193 nations have come up with the idea of sustainable 
development. And this was targeted for 2030 as the Sustainable Development Goal. Scout 
has been one of the very first  International organizations which initiated towards working 
for SDGs.  
  
In this virtual Youth Forum, we the 17 Rover and Ranger were assigned to discuss the SDGs 
in Scouting in Nepal. Here, we are expected to identify the program of scouting relating to 
the 17 SDGs. Our Team was able to discuss with the 7 SDGs among 17 SDGs. Those were 
No Poverty, Zero Hunger, Good Health and Well Being, Quality Education, Gender Equality, 
Affordable and Clean Energy, and Life on Land. This team has come up with various 
programs relating to these SDGs. Mental health Awareness, Utilization of the waste food in 
Hotels and other sectors, Plantation programs in Birthday are some of the major programs 
of scouting that can be related to the various SDGs. 
  
This team along with Nepal Scouts looks forward to work in collaboration with various 
organizations and be the supporting hands for the successful achievements of the SDGs 
2030.  

Aakriti Nakarmi 
Unified Scout Crew, Bhaktapur 

 
BREAKOUT GROUP: YOUTH PROGRAM 

 
“YOU CAN DO IT”  

These were the motivational words from my friends from committee who  encouraged me 
to take a lead group three. 
 
I’ve had experience being part of a group to reach a  common vision which was much more 
motivating to me than my own personal view. Our goal was first clarified in order to discuss 
and understand: Addressing Needs and Aspiration of Young People and Youth Program by 
Ms.Mabila (AIS Officer, Nepal Scouts). During the whole discussion, the floor, to keep its 
own words, was wide open. My committee friends helped reading out the contents aloud. I 
felt grateful that all of my friends present in the discussion breakout room from every corner 
of Nepal expressed their opinion, recommendations and view about the current Youth 
Programmes being held. We discussed active participation as the strong point. Directing 
and explaining my views, experiences and  knowledge I have with everyone is my favorite 
way to learn because it solidifies my knowledge while allowing me to see how others solve 
the problem using different methods. We accepted changes that are needed and hoped for 
more challenging activities to R/R, regular training to Youth Development and sessions on 
Cyber Crime and Depression. 
  
Every 17 participants had equal enthusiasm to share personal thoughts, tactful opinions 
and feelings yet, listening to one another. I was able to collect a lot of recommendations 
and some questions to Nepal Scout about how to conduct upcoming Youth programmes. I 
fully enjoyed the group decision seeing the enthusiasm yet not ending till the end of the 
discussion. 
 
Furthermore, I was glad I took a step to take the responsibility as I earned more knowledge 
from different corners of Nepal virtually. The topic itself was of concern with various  queries 
and vast experience to everyone and being a part of such a highly dynamic group  became 
CHERRY-ON-TOP to me.  Thanks for the amazing platform. 

 



 
WHAT RANGER  

ROVER SCOUTS SAY? 
 

 
 
 

Prashanna Khanal 
Kumarigal Scouts Open Unit 
 
 

Firstly, I would like to provide warm greetings to 
all on the occasion of 69th Nepal Scouts Day. 
 
I have been observing the live session of the 
virtual Youth Forum 2020 through facebook and it 
has been enhancing my knowledge about the 
current realities, MOP, Scouts for SDGs which are 
must for Youth Scouts. As Mr. Syd Castillo had 
conducted Youth Programs & their 
implementation  with several dates in the context 
of Nepal. Mainly, it was organized for people to 
work according to the data basis which has 
inspired me a lot. Not only that, it has been 
motivating us to do better scouting in upcoming 
days.Moreover, During this pandemic Nepal 
Scouts has given such a great platform to share 
our views & interact with scouts. Best regards and 
part of Scouting journey in future. 
 
 

OBSERVERS  
 VIEW 

v 

Aastha Gora 
E.G. Scout Crew 

 
 

"I feel very fortunate to be a scout member 
observing Forum’s various exciting activities. 
Scouting is helping me develop myself in all 
dimensions.  
 
The virtual youth forum is my first ever national 
event as a ranger scout which is providing me an 
opportunity to broaden my knowledge of scouting 
nationwide and worldwide . This platform is making 
me learn virtual socialization and providing me an 
opportunity to interact with scout personalities of 
Nepal and the world. Also, I feel fortunate to 
express my opinion regarding the development of 
Scouting spirit among the youths like me.  
 
I am very grateful towards the planning team and 
Nepal scout for providing such a platform for 
expressing my views at such a young age. 
 
 

Prabek Suwal  
Unified Scout Crew 

 
 

The word 'Thank you' is not enough to thank Nepal 
Scouts for organizing the 1st historic Virtual Youth 
Forum in this pandemic period for giving the 
opportunity to youth of Nepal to learn about 
leadership, different youth programmes, how to be 
resilient in this hard period and other different 
programs. Those sessions  conducted to help scout 
for development and MOP projects inspire youth for 
volunteering works.I enjoyed every session with 
enthusiasm and a sense of learning and 
responsibility to share with my crew members. 
Thank you for choosing me to be a part of Virtual 
Youth Forum. 
 
 
 

Wishing 
a 

Happy Nepal  
 Scouts Day  
 2077 

to all everyone 
 

Youth Forum  
 

Planning Team 


